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I,I.-On Three Contact Mineral8 from Velardefia,
Durango, .Mexico. (Gehlenite, Spurrite and Hiltebrand-

ART.

1·le),. by

}'RED EUGENE

\V RIGHT.

DURING the summer of 1907, a ~eologic examination of the
Velardena mining distt'ict in Mexico was made by Mr. J. E.
Spurr, assisted by Mr. G. H. Garrey. Several of the thin
sections of the material there gathered were sent to the writer
for examination, and in one of these a mineral with peculiar
optic properties was observed. At the su~~estion of the writer
an adequate collection of the rock from Which the thin section
had been cut, was then made by Mr. Garrey, and in this collection the three minerals to be described below were found.
Two of these minerals proved to be new mineral species, silicates of interesting composition, while the third, gehlenite, is
apparently novel for this continent. All three are contact
minerals, formed near the junction of altered limestone and
intrusive basic diorite and their relations to the contact and
conditions of formation have been carefully studied by Messrs.
Spurr and Garrey. As the results of their extended inve8ti~tion will soon be read~ for publication it has not been
deemed necessary to conSIder in detail in this present paper
conditions of occurrence and formation of these minerals
and their relations to the ore deposits in general.
The chemical analyses of the three minerals and their specific
gravity determinations were made by Dr. E. T. Allen of the
Geophysical Laboratory, and to him the writer is deeply
indebted for the courtesy.

Gehlenite....
This mineral occurs in massive granular aggregates, usually
dark ~ray or gray-black in color, from minute inclusions of
magnetite and other particles. Rarely small pieces of gehleQite of amber-yellow color and free from magnetite inclusions
were observed. The grains are rounded in outline and not
suitable for crystallographic measurement. The physical and
optical properties, however, are similar to those recorded fOl'
gehlenite from other localities, and the chemical composition
also agrees as well with the prescribed formula as the analyses
of the type material.
Crystal system, probably tetragonal, judgin~ from the cleava~e, which is imperfect after 001 and much less well marked
after a prism. Fracture, uneven and irregular, conchoidal to
splintery. Hardness, between 5 and 6, about 5'5. Luster,
• Type specimen (rom oontact aureole of the Terneras intrusion, Velardeiia,
Durango, Mexico.
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resinous to greasy. Translucent to tranElparent in thin flakes;
in large masses, sub-transparent to opaque. Streak white to
pale gray. the gray probably due to fine magnetite inclusions.
In the thin section, the gehlenite appears weakly birefracting with eomparatively high refractive index. )Iagnetite
inclusions are abundant and often show crystal outline. The
magnetite also occurs, filling cleavRge and fracture cracks in
the gehlenite and evidently was pl'ecipitated both bcfore, during and after the crystallization of the gehlenite. In certain
of the sections the magnetite crystals showed Ii distinct tendency to an al"rangement parallel with the first and second order
prism faces. Hound earthy spots also occnr filled with eal"thy
matter and are apparently of secondary origin, altho~h the,v
may possibly be weatheI'cd ol'iginal spherulites of BOllIe mineral
earlier than the gehlenite.
In the thin section the basal cleavage is well marked and
after it the crystals are often developed in thick tabular form.
In thick slides the intel'ference color becomes intensely yellow,
reminding one somewhat of the peculiar yellow interference
tints of certain epidotes.
In convergent polarized light the interference cross is wide
and uniaxial. Optically negative. On one section the birefringence was measur'ed at Ctl-E = 0'0055. The refracti,-e
indices were measured directly on an Abbe Pulfrich total
refractometer in N a light aud found to be Ctl = 1'666 ± '003 and
E = l'6tn ± 'U03.
These values wel'e obtained by u8in~ 8
polished plate of the granular matel'ial, and the refractive indICes
could not be determined under such conditions with an accuracy
greater than ± '003.
The specific gravity at 25 0 was determined on two samples
by pycnornetric methods at 3'02B and a'04B with an average = 3'039. Part of this val'iability is probably the result of
differences in relative amounts of inclusions.
_On unco\·ering a thin section and treating the exposed surface with weak hydrochloric acid and then, after thorough
rinsin~, with a. solution of fuchsin, the gehlenite was fuund
to have gelatinized slightly. This fact was eorroborated by
a chemical test with powdered material, which was found to
gelatinize readily.
The followiTl~ chemical analysis does not agree with any
simple formula and a comparison of other ~elllenite anal)'ses
indicates that nnder the tel'llJ gehlenite a solid solution serie8
between 8ev('l'al differ~nt end members is probably included.
Compared with the other analyse", the Velardefia gehlenite
is somewhat lower in silica' and magnesia, and higher in
alumina and lime, but otherwise very similar, and is essentially
a cRlcium aluminum silicate.
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CHEMICAL ANALYSIS.

1

SiD. . - - - . - . TiD. ---- ----AI.O, ._. ____ ._
FelO, ___ . __ ..
FeO _______ . __
MnO ____ .. ___
MgO _________
CaD. ____ ... __ .
N
K. _______ . __
H.O ____ . __ . __
CaS ____ . _____
COl --_. ------

60 _____,_____

26'33
'03
27'82
1'43
'50
'01
2'44
:-11)'55
'21
'10

l'S5

1a
'4359
'0004
'2722
'0089
'0070
'0001
'0605
'70fH)
'0035
'0009
'0103

2
2U'78

3
28'59

4
31'40

22'02
3'90
1'82

22'32

22'32

0':17
,'78
36',6
0'40
0'21

0'03
0'96
10'02
30'92
1'17
0'12

3'25

3'85

100'IS

100'79

o·!)()

3'88
3,'90

1'28

none
100'27

1'5047

99'90

Gehlenite, Velardena, Mexico. E. T. Allen analyst.
la. Molecular proportioll!! of 1.
2. Gehlenite, lUonzoni, RammeI8ber~, Mineralchem., 1875,604.
3. Geblenite, Falkil'k, Sweden. Edg. Jackson in Bauermann,
J onrtl. Iron and Steel Illst., 1~86, i, 88.
4. Gehlenite, Clarence, J. H. L. Vogt, Stud. Slagger, Stockholm, 1884, 13ll.
1.

Before the blowpipe thin slivers of this mineral melt down
with difficulty to dark, non-transparent beads, give a pronounced
calcium flame reaction and glow intensely.
In the hand specimens, gehlenite occurs either practically
alone except for magnetite inclusions, or togethel' with spurrite, yellow garnet and calcite. Later veinlets confiisting
chiefly of calcite were noted occasionally, cr08S cutting the
specimens.
So far 8S the writer has been able to ascertain from the available literature, this occurrence is the first recorded for gehlenite on this continent.
Bpurrite.*

This mineral, like gehlenite, occurs in grannlal' masses which
at first glance might be mistaken for crystallized marble,
especially since the cleavage faces frequently glisten in the
sunlight like thosc of calcite. No crystals were observed and
the only goniometric measurements possible were made on
cleavage fragments. Two cleavages were observed, the oue
good and the second much less perfect. The reflection signals
from these faces were not of equal valuc and the cleavage

* Type specimen from contact aureole of Ternerss intrusion, Yelardefla,
Durango, Mexico.
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angle could only be obtained approximately; the best averllllC
of the results is 79° with l\ probahle errOl' of at least ± to.
Fractm'e uneven to splintery. Brittle. Hardness, about 5.
Luster, vitreous to resinous. Color, pale ~t:ay with tints of
blne or vellow to colorless. Transparent to translucent.
Streak, white.
Ou the hand specimens a weathering or alteration ernst,
consisting chiefly of finel.}' divided carbonate, occurs not infrequently. In the thin section the spm'rite is well defined
opticall.}' and is excellent material for optical work.
:From the relations of the optic properties to the crystallographic it is highly prohable that spurrite is monoclinic and
FIG.la.
FIG. lb.

that the cleavage faces are parallel, with the orthodiagonal (b
axis). If the good cleava~e plane be called the basal pinacoid,
the optical orientation is apparently the following: b::; a; a : (,
very slllall and pos!:ibIY,zero, the cleavage cracks not heinK
sufficiently perfect for decisive measnrements.
Twinning after both ool and polysynthetic twinnin~ after
orthodornes at an~les of 5HO to 58° wIth the twinning lines of
001 occur, and occasionally divide tIle field into sextants of
the same birefringence and all cut approximately nOl'mal to
the acnte hisectrix, t.he plane of the optic axes in the different
sextants occupying different positiou8, as shown in the accomparrying sketches. (Figs. la, lb.)
The polysynt.hetic lamellae are often extremely fine and
resemble nlbitc lamellae very closely. On a section almost
precisely normal to the acute bisectlh the angle between the
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plane of the optic axes and the fine twinning lamellae was
measured at 57°'5 in sodium light. On this thick plate crossed
dispersion was unusually clearly marked, the angle between the
plane of the optic axes. for red litl!iulll light being about 57°'6,
and for green thaJinm light 57°'1. These measurements indicate a dispersion of the biscctrices Cp : Cgr in the plane of sYIllmetry of about 0'15°. At the sallle time a slight dispersion of
the optic axes was noticeable with 2Ep > 2Ev.
The optic axial angle was measured on a number of different
sections by the use of the double screw micrometer ocular and
also of the uni vel'sal stage, the average heing 2V = 39°'5, ± 1°;
whence ~E = 70°. Owing to the strong birefringence the
interference figure is unusually well marked even in normal
thin sections, The refractive indices were measured in sodium
light on several different plates on an Abbe-Pulfrich total
refractometer with reducing attachment, the different refractive
index Jines from the polished plates being clearly marked and
easy to follow:
"y

Nil. -

{3 Nil.
a

=

Nil. =

1'679
1'674
1'640

±
±
±

'002
'002
'002

"y "y -

a

{3 -

a

{3

= '039

=
=

'005
'034

From these values the calculated optical axial angle is
2V = 41 ° 12', which agrees fairly well with the measured value.
Optical character negative.
The birefringence values were checked by direct measurements on plates in the thin section and closely accordant results
obtained.*
"y -

{3 -

a
a

=
=

'040

'036

I n the thin section spurrite is recognized by its high birefringence, imperfect cleavage and slllall optic axial angle with
neWltive optical character and in thick sections noticeable
crossed dispersion.
Still further evidence on the crystal system of spurrite was
gathered from etch figures on the good cleavage face.
Cleavage flakes were immersed for 10 seconds in cold 5 per
cent hydrochloric acid and the etch figures of fig. 2 obtained.
Many of these figures appear asymmetrical but the upper
terminal endings are so variable and influenced by adjacent
cleavage cracks to such an extent that the general symmetrical
aspect of the figure with respect to a vertical plane of symmetry may have thus been disturbed. It must be admitted,
howe\"er, that the etch figlll'es may be actually asymmetric, in

* For these direct measurements of birefringence in the thin section the
writer is indebted to Mr. E. S. Lal'1len, Jr., of the Geophysical Laboratory.
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which case spurrite is triclinic instead of monoclinic; the relations of the optic pl'operties for different wave.lengths are then
FIG, 2,

FIG. 2.-Elcb fignrt's on good c1em-agt' {ace of spnrrite produced by 10 sec,
immersion in cold 5 per cent HCt. Magnifictltiou 150 diamt'ters.

SiO, . - .... - . --'riO. .... _ . _ .......
AI.O, ..... __ .
}o'p.O. /

FeO i .. ·· ..
l\lnO ....................
l\lgO ... _... _
OaO .. __ .. _..
N a.O . __ . _.. _
K.O. , . __ . _..

11.0 .... _....
CO, ........ - ..........

1
26'96
'() 1
'39
'11
'03

'23
62'34
'05

la
'4467
'0001
'0038

2
27'13

'0007'"
'0004
'0058
1'1114
'0008

62'98

trace
non~

9'73
99'85

* Calculatt'd as

'2212
1'7909.

9'89
100'00

Ft'.O•.

I. Spurrite, Velal'oeiia, Durango, Mexico, E. T, Allen analyst.

la, :\Iolecnlar proportions of 1.
2. Theoreti(.al percentage wei~ht composition fOl' the formula
2Ca.SiO"OaCO.,
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such as to simulate very closely crossed dispersion of the monoclinic system.
Before the blowpipe sr.urrite shows strong calcium flame
reaction, loses its glllS8Y usbe, becollles white and porcelainlike but does not fuse even in thin splinters.
8purrite effervesces readily with weak hydrochloric acid,
dissolves completely and gelatinizes tllOroughlJ" The chemical
analysis was made on carefully selected material.
The agreement of the analyzed material with the formula
2Ca.SiO•.CaCO. is remarkably close and in view of the purity
of t1!e material analyzed can leave no doubt that spurrite is a
compound of the above formula.
The specific gravity at 25° was determined with pycnometer, both in xylene and in water, and the following results
obtained:
Spec. gr. at 25° in xylene = 3'013
" " " " water = 1
j 3'014
3'016
Average spec. gr. at 25° =

3'014

Spurrite occurs in the hand spe~imens either in pure, unaltered state, except for minute inclusions of magnetite, or
together with yellow garnet, calcite and gehlenite. Its weathering products consist chiefly of carbonates in microscopic aggregates, which appear first along cracks and clt:lavage planes in
the altel'ing mineral.
Through the courtesy of Mr. E. S. Shepherd of the Geo-·
physical Laboratory, aeveral experiments wel'e made to reproduce spUl'rite artificially by llCating ten pel' cent solutions of
sodium chloride with pUI'e Oa.SiO. and CaCO. in finely divided
state and in different proportions in silver-lined steel bombs
from 6 to 9 days at temperatures of 350° to 400°. Although
minute, well-shaped crystals were obtained in many of the
preparations with refractive indices a and "'I, practically identical wjth those of spurrite, the symmetry was orthorhombic
and therefore uot that of spurrite. Synthetic experiments on
this compound are still in prowess.
This minel'RI is named in honor of ~fto.•J. E. Spurr of New
York, who collected the original material and who has done
lllllCh to further existing knowledge of ore deposits and their
accompanying minerals.
Hillebrandite. *
HilIebl'll.11dite, unlike spurrite and gehlcllite, is distinctly a
fibrous mineral and occurs in aggregates often as radial Hpheru-

* Type specimeus from the 8th level of the Terueras Mine, Velardeffa,
Durango, Mexico.
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lites. the individual fibers of which are difficult to separate
satis'faetorily, and rarely measUl'es '5",m in len~th. In the
hand specimen, especially when examined with a lens, these
fibers tend to produce a faint silky luster on the otherwise vitreous to porcelain-like mass. Cleavage, so far as could be
observed, prismatic. Brittle. Hardness between 5 and H,
about 5'5. Color, pure porcelain white, often with faint tinge
of pale green. Translucent in small chips. Streak, white.
Under the microscope the optic properties are those of
aggregates of fibers, often in approximately parallel orientation, rather than of a single fiber. As a result the optical
data are not easy to determine with great accuracy, althon~h
certain features of the mineral are so characteristic that its
determination as such is a relatively simple matter.
The refractive indices 'Y and a were measured in sodium
light on an Abbe-Pulfrich total refractometer on a polished
plate of the minet'al. It has been fonnd by experience that
even in the case of such fine-grained masses as hillebrandite,
the phenomena in sodium light on the refractometer are sufficiently distinct, when reducing attachment is used, to permit a
fairly accurate determination of the two limiting CUf\'es 'Y and
a, although in the flood of light from the different grains, the
medium refractive index line does not appear with sufficient
distinctness to allow of its determination. On such a plate
the refractive indices were found to be
y
a

= 1 '612 ± '003
= 1 '605 ± '005

The birefringence is medium to weak, but difficult to determine directly because of interweaving of overlapping fibers.
The extinction is parallel, the ellipsoidal axis (c) being
invariably parallel with the fiber direction which at the same
time i8 the (~Ieav~e direction. The optic axial angle is not
very large, 2E p being possibly between HOD to 80 0 , while the
di8persion of the optic axes is unusually strong and gives rise
to peculiar, abnormal blue interference colors resembling those
in certain epidotes and characteristic of hillebrandite. The
optic character is negative with 2E v > 2E p• The plane of
the optic axes was found to vary, being in the one plate
parallel with the fiber direction and in the next perpendicular
to tIle same, an abnormal phenomenon which may be due in
whole or in part to the disturbing influence of the interlacing
fibers which tend to veil the optic phenomena and often most
effectivelv. On a section normal to the acute bisectrix the
plane of' the optic axes was parallel with the cleavage and
direction of elongation,
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From these optical and crystallographic data, it appears that
hillebrandite is orthorhombic with possibly c=C, a=a and
cleavage after 110 (1), Its JUost characteristic optic features
are: refractive index about 1'61, birefringence weak to medium,
2E medium with very strong axial dispersion 2E v > 2E , which
in parallel light gives rise to abnormal blue interference tints
which are readily recognized. Optical character, negative.
The absence of crystallographic faces of any degree of perfection precluded any attempts at etching ·which might have
been made.
The s~cific gravity at 25° was determined by p.ycnometer
with water at 2'692, and also in xylene at 2'692.. The check
detennination in xylene was made because the analysis of
hillebrandite shows it to have been slightly hydrolized.
In hydrochloric acid (1:1) hillebrandite separates some
silica at once but enters otherwise into solution. Hillebrandite
decomposes very slowly with cold water as the test by adding
a few drops of phenolphthaline to the mixture indicates.
Before the blowpipe thin splinters of hillebrandite fuse
down with difficulty to a colorless glassy bead, at the same
time giving a strong calcium flame reaction and glowing
briskly.

•

CHElUCAL ANALYSIS,

•

_ 32'59
'02
TiU,t
AI.v. . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --_
'23

la
'5398
'0003
'0023

~:~.} - -. ----- . - _. --

'15

'0009*

Si0.

MnO
MgO
CaO
N alO

. __ .

.
.

K.O
H.O

.

F .
CO.

.

.
.•

1

_
'01
_
'04
_
57'76
.
'0:-1

•
'05
_ 9'3d
_ none
_ none
100'24

'0001
'0010
1'0296
'0005
'0005
'5019

2'0769

2
31'74

58'S1

9'45

100'00

Hillebrandite, Terneras Mine, Velardefia, Durango, Mexico,
E. T. Allen analyst.
la. Molecular prol?ortions of 1.
2. Percentage weIght composition of formula H.O.2 CaO. SiO I •
1.

* Calculated as Fela.,
AlI:. JOUR, Sm.-FOURTH SERIIl:S, VOL. XXVI, No. 156.-DECEJllUm, IGOS.

31l
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This analysis ~rees closely with the formula Ca,SiO•. H.O,*
it being a little higher in silica and lower in lime, a condition
which is evidently due to a slight leaching of the lime. The
water of. the analysis was determined by loss in weight, the
figure w.ven being th~ average of two determinations, 9'34
and 9'39. By absorption by calcium chloride plus the little
obtained at 110 0 the result was {)-lS. The first figures, however, are more accurate.
Hillebrandite occurs usually with few inclusiolls and even
m~netite is rare. Occasionally small grains of carbonate,
yellow garnet and wollastonite occur with it and also earthy
material of a secondary nature. Veiulets of wollastonite
traversed several of the hand specimens and in each case the
direction of elongation of the wollastonite fibers was normal
to the vein walls.
Experiments to produce hillebrandite synthetically have
thus far not proved successful.
The above optical and chemical data show beyond question
that hillebrandite is a true chemical compound of unique
chemical composition. It is ~ith great pleasure, therefore,
that the writel' suggests the above name as a token of appreciation of the fundamental researches of Dr. W. F. Hillebrand
of the U. S. Geological Survey in mineralogical chemistry.
Geophysical Laboratory.
Carnegie Institution of Washington,
Washington, D. C.
June, 1908.
• This formula may al80 be written CaSiO•. Ca(OH). or simply H.O.
2OaO.SiO•.

•

